
Types of Massage
 

 

The type of massage that the therapist provides will be contingent upon the physical

requirements of the person receiving it. Therapists may employ the same technique to treat

an older or injured client, or a particular type of massage is appropriate for someone who has

specific requirements. Depending on the situation the type of massage could provide

numerous advantages. Some types of massages are specifically designed for specific

customers. A majority of massages are Swedish or deep tissue. 

 

A structural integration treatment typically is a 10- to 13 session treatment plan. In these

sessions, the practitioner uses a range of manual methods on the fascia. These include

varying degrees of pressure. The goal is to restore the structural integrity of the body. The

practitioner will concentrate on various sections and layers within the body. Practitioners will

take into account the health history of previous clients, their life style and routines. They can



also give instruction in movement. The purpose of this form of massage is helping clients

achieve their the best health possible and improve their standard of living. 

 

Traditional massage is more focused on joints and soft tissues. The practitioners can apply

pressure to the fascia which surrounds the muscles and creates the body's shape. It is

possible for the client to sit, stand or lay down for the duration of the procedure. In addition,

the client is expected to take part in the treatment and ten sessions are recommended to get

the most effective outcomes. Sessions are divided into two stages: the structural and the

integration. 

 

Another type of structural integration therapy is called"the Rolf Method of Structural

Integration. The Rolf Method for Structural Integration is designed specifically for those who

sit at their desks or who drive. Rather than massaging, this technique is focused on

correcting one's posture and ergonomics, and helps them be in a correct way. However, this

type of therapy may be best appropriate for those prone to repetitive motions. 

 

Massage therapists who specialize in structural integration employ methods that concentrate

on the body's myofascial system. The technique employs a range of methods to increase the

flexibility and alignment of the body's structures. Slow, deep stretching and constant pressure

may be used to help the practitioner. In most cases, clients is asked to move as the

professional works. In this way the technique of structural integration can be an effective

treatment for those suffer from chronic suffering. 

 

Massage therapists will employ instruction to integrate the body's myofascial system. The

fascia is the muscular layer that wraps around the muscles. It is what gives your body shape.

The fascia can be treated by a variety of ways. They might apply various pressures to the

body or ask clients to move when they stretch. They may also review the person's history as

well as work habits to determine which areas of the body need work more. 

 

There are many kinds of techniques used in massage. Therapists can be trained in any the

types of massage. While some therapists will be skilled in one type of massage, other

therapists may specialize in another. For instance, structured integration is focused on the

fascia surrounding muscles and creates a body shape. Integrative massage professionals

employ various techniques to treat the fascia. 

 

The typical therapy will be concentrated on the myofascial system that are found in the body.

The fascia surrounds the muscles and gives the body its form. Practitioners can use a variety

of techniques in an Structural Integration procedure to concentrate on specific areas. A

person, for instance, may be standing or sitting at different points during the massage. The

person performing the massage will move the muscles in various waysthat could lead to

changes in way the body is positioned. 

 

The Structural Integration program consists of between 10 and 13 sessions.  Each session

will build on the one before The practitioner will use a variety of strategies to deal with the
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myofascial system. Focus will be given to the fascia. It is the layer of skin that covers

muscles and shapes the body. A practitioner of this style employs a variety of deep, slow

stretching techniques and apply constant pressure. The practitioner can also request the

patient to move while it is pressure applied on the body.


